AIM - Tray Assembly is a breakthrough product that structures the process of tray assembly resulting in improved process quality and more efficient throughput.

AIM can be interfaced with instrument management systems and automated instrument storage systems. Interfacing provides more accurate data and more efficient missing instrument retrieval – all in compact mobile system that is easy to use and install.

Advanced Vision Technology
AIM uses advanced vision technology in the tray assembly process.

Improve Process Quality
Tens of thousands of trays processed with zero defects.

Faster & Easier Technician Training
New technicians have been trained to be productive in weeks, not months.

Better Technician Accountability
Actionable instrument level data is used for process improvement.

Increased Productivity
Increase tray throughput by 40% or more with AIM Tray Assembly.

Please contact us to learn more about what the AIM System can do for you.

RST Automation LLC
79 Alexander Ave., Suite 35A
Bronx, NY 10454
sales@rstautomation.com
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